My painter colleagues, Walter Russell and Francis Dodd3 Burne-held a similar view, and the other Trustees thought the pro- Jones posal a reasonable one. But when the National Art Collec- centenary tlons Fund favoured the acquisition of a gouache by Picasso for £4,000, and were willing to contribute a substantial sum if the Trustees considered its purchase desirable, I decided to resign. Some one more sympathetic to such transactions must take my place. But this was later. There are two things connected with my trusteeship I remember with satisfaction: the proposal I made to bring together a collection of Burne-Jones's work and again for an exhibition at the Tate of the paintings of a living artist, Wilson Steer. This prepared the way for showing a collection of the work of an eminent living artist from time to time; an exhibition of Henry Tonics's paintings and drawings was held during the painter's lifetime, and no doubt in future other artists will be thus honoured.
It was Ernest Thomas who reminded me of the coming centenary of Burne-Jones, and I at once put the project of a Centenary Exhibition before my fellow Trustees at the Tate Gallery. None of them were in love with Burne-Jones's work, but his place among nineteenth-century artists was acknowledged, and the project went through. There was considerable difficulty in tracing his more important works, even with the help of the Mackails, who were opposed to the plan, Mrs Mackail deeming the time not yet come when justice would be done to her father's life-work. Lady Homer, too, was doubtful of the wisdom of a show at this time. Actually, the exhibition proved a great attraction. At the opening there was a gathering of the old Grosvenor clan—T. M. Rooke, Graham Robertson, Forbes Robertson, Mrs G. F. Watts, May Morris, Mrs Benson, Mrs Gaskell, Lady Horner, William Michael Rossetti's daughters, and the Mackails. Mr Baldwin was to open the exhibition; a few minutes before the time, a message came that Mr Baldwin wanted a word with me. I found him glistening pale; never had he felt more nervous, he explained. 'But Mr Baldwin,' 67

